Re-imaginging DA

The Good
(What do you like?)

High Level
Process

The Bad
(What don't you like?)

CHs know their
local markets
well & allow us
to reach niche
markets

Eﬃcient cost
eﬀective way
to write small
business

Access business

Inconsistent
acceptance
criteria

eﬀective
distribution
of product
lines

Ability to write
a volume of
business
eﬃciently

Create product

Limited appetite to
innovate or create
new products due to
diﬃculty in getting
product approved

building a
niche product
with a good
experienced
local partner

eﬀective
way to write
high volume
business

Accessing local
markets and
business that
wouldnt come
to London

Lloyd's compliance

Burdensome
due diligence

Length of
time for
approval

Facility to help
process small
business in
volume
eﬃciently

Allows you to
reach markets
that you wouldn't
otherwise be able
to reach

Contract

Non
standard
use of slip
sections

Access via C/h's to
large volumes of
risks that would
otherwise not come
to London. Using
C/H for local &/or
specialist knowledge

CH transacts business

Bordereaux
template is
manual & diﬃcult
& doesn't make
sense

Annual contract
even with little or
no changes.
COmpetitors
usually have
continuous

Contract
used int he
wrong way

Lack of
market
consistency

Can be time
consuming
and some
processes left
to interruption

Multiple managing
agents undertaking
similar due diligence
tasks; signiﬁcant
duplication of work;
ineﬃcient

changes made
shortly after
another puts
pressure on
relationships
sometimes

Focused heavily
on compliance
over underwriting
eﬃciency /
improvement

Poor
leaders

Bdx are
outdated,
delayed, slow
transfer of
data

Contract builder
will improve
contract
production but
currently
ineﬃcent process

C/H policy fees
no structure in
a number of
States

Duplication
of eﬀort by
lead/follow
inconsistant
application
of rules

duplication
of eﬀort

Each syndicate on
the same slip doing
the same
compliance due
diligence job - why
not adopt lead /
follow model

Atlas replacement needs to
be far more eﬃcient and
user friendly. This should
be a central store for all key
info & docs; Managing
Agents should not have to
ask for lots more info for
due diligence

The Ugly
(What do you want to
see an end to?)

low bar of
entry
devalues
good CH's

The process for setting up
a new Coverholder can
take 6-12 months.
Composite markets in the
UK can complete this much
quicker. Needs to be an
eﬃcient procees

better messaging
around
decile action. It
makes it seem that
Lloyd's is closing for
business

Reactive decision
making.
Questions asked
which are already
covered.

Lots of red tape,
our competitors
make things
much easier for
the C/H

Remove very
long decision
making process
and speed up
approval times

too much
back and
forth

We have to
implement a far
more eﬃcient
system of approval;
too much red tape
and far more than
non-Lloyd's markets

Lloyd's
centralisation of
compliance would
beneﬁt the market one set of rules but
would need to staﬀ
it properly

Ongoing oversight

The ability to
write volume
business
eﬃciently

Local
expertise

Claims

WOuld liek to see
a more
continuous rather
than annual basis
based on risk
factors

Value of the
audits. Is the
framework
correct?

Focuses on
wrong
areas at
Lloyd's.

The settlement
process is very slow
and ineﬃcient
unless using a TPA;
need to be able to
settle claims far
more quickly

data quality
isn't always
great.

The joint audit approach is
a good step forwards, but it
still feels clumsy to
coordinate and fees are
very expensive (more the
fault of the auditor than
Lloyd's!)

Consistent
bordereaux
standards

Collaboration

Annual renewal

Items being
left to
interruption

Cost of
audits

eﬀective
way to write
high volume
business

Exchange
of
intelligence

Other

Data
standards still
noyt uniform
evem with V5
bdx

not enough
focus on
quality of
UWing /
results

Multiple voices for
data standards, all
with a diﬀerent
angle, use of the
data

C/Hs request
continuous
contracts but we
have fundamentally
diﬀerent ideas of
what this is...

Claims process
can be slow and
cumbersome,
particularly with
multi lead slips

Compliance

Duplication
of work for
followers

End to CH
spending loads of
time doing Lloyd's
admin rather than
writing business

Lloyd's severe and
often changing
minimum standards
add to the diﬃculty
for coverholders to
choose us over a
domestic

Uniformity of data
focus is on
regulatory info
not underwriting
data

Oversight
changes can
oftern be
issueed and
quickly chnages

Focus on Lloyd's
operations
requirements as
opposed to
changes that
beneﬁt all

Guidance should be
more detailed
instead of left open
to interruption as
this leads to
multiple approaches
to the same topic

Claims expense TPA model is
adding cost and
causes
reputational
damage

Llloyd's minimum
standards ahas
meant coverholders
no longer want
claims authoirty.
TPAs add cost and
dont do a great job.

Annual full
contract
renewal
Limited to annual
contracts; we need to
have the ability to write
multi-year policies in
order to compete with
the composite markets
int he UK

inconsistant
data sets

Quality and
speed of
many TPA's
work

Some TPAs work for both
domestic and Lloyd's
markets- as such their
reserving is not always
done on the same basis
and we see late creep we
weren't expecting

Continual delays in making
any kind of meaningful
changes to data ﬂow and
lots of started and
undelivered improvements
stretching back years

We need to
have ability to
write multiyear contracts

should be
streamlined

We need a more eﬃcient
process for agreeing
capacity each year so it is
not left to the last minute being more organised with
business plans means
greater certainty for
Coverholders

Links in the
chain not
adding
value

Generic risk
codes for
classes of
business

Communication
across the
market needs to
improve

